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The current pandemic has emphasized the rapidly evolving needs in HR; whether 
it’s project follow up, employer interaction, recruitment or content sharing…  It's 
obvious that we need to thank technology to get our jobs done remotely and 
efficiently. However, successive lockdowns also demonstrate video call fatigue and 
detachment because of  the transactional character of  most of  these digital ‘rescue’ 
tools� Teamwork, project monitoring and on-boarding new talent are still processes 
unmistakably fueled by physical human interactions� The lack of  ‘premium’ live feeling 
and company culture expression confronts us with the limitations of  ‘tech’, or even 
better the structural challenges for HR-departments for the years to come: the new 
concept of  the work floor, the physical and mental well-being, inclusion and diversity, 
rethinking training and redeployment, the correct use of  data, combining the need for 
flexibility with authority and efficiency, etc�

Where other operations are more tech-savvy, HR is picking up pace as well. However 
still scratching the transition surface, with progressive HR professionals discovering 
AI-driven tools, integrating data silos and checking dashboard tools� Fortunately, the 
future is bright with plenty of  ingredients to work with, especially with HR departments 
being data gold mines: applicants’ profiles, candidates, employees, alumni with focus 
on addresses, payroll, health, contracts, online recruitment campaigns, social security, 
data about vendors, client loyalty and business intelligence related to jobs, salaries, 
benefits, and many more�

Plenty of startups already can help with first steps in the automation of 
administrative assistants, payroll-management and bookkeepers, allowing 
professionals more time to invest in e�g� the millions of  employees who are in 
need of  additional training and re-orientation because of  digitization and/or smarter 
machines� A priority hereby will be how HR will shape these new human-software-
machine work experiences�
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Another priority will be the close monitoring of the rapidly changing needs of 
companies, and thus the attraction and adaption of workforces. The challenge is 
massive and time is short, pushing HR towards blended workforces that include full-
time workers and liquid workers� This will need a different talent acquisition process 
focused on on-demand skill sourcing instead of  traditional cost heavy hiring� Startups 
are one step ahead in these agile teams, using and offering new tools for talent 
management, onboarding and contracting�

The future promises more remote relations with (international) liquid workers 
which also will demand better reporting and performance tools. Relevant solutions 
also provide dashboard and compliance tools to allow you to see the wood for the 
trees when e�g� foreign branches are a piece of  the puzzle� Plenty of  startups already 
are providing analytical tools to offload these piles of  reporting work, but still HR will 
need its very own chiefs of  data�

These are challenging times for HR, to say the least: accelerated technology, new 
skills and never-ending training, piles of  data and the switch to remote working, to 
state a few� Bold leadership and an entrepreneurial spirit will not suffice without the 
help of  the best HR tools our startups can provide�

The Big Score Session #6 HRTech gives upcoming startups a dedicated platform 
to further develop and grow within today’s environment and respective needs.
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8 sessions, 8 verticals, and 8 pitching startups,
that is The Big Score Sessions!

The sixth session focuses on HRTech� As of  last year, a lot of  us have been working 
from home, staying in touch with your colleagues became a challenge, and the 
digitization trend is growing exponentially� Different solutions to help employees and 
HR managers are popping up� Eight innovative startups will present their HRTech 
products linked to learning, new ways of  working and employee experience� 

During the HRTech session, who are developing the HR tools of  tomorrow will pitch 
their innovations and share the latest HR trends on stage� They will receive valuable 
business feedback from an expert panel of  industry thought leaders, investors and 
corporate innovators�

This session is supported by ManpowerGroup, a global leader in workforce solution� 
They offer a range of  services in IT recruiting, talent solutions, and workforce 
development�

The pitches are live streamed to an audience of  ‘deep pocket’ investors, sourcing 
corporates and attending startups� Afterwards, attendees have access to one-one-one 
meetings with potential clients, VCs and other relevant stakeholders�

INTRODUCTIONABOUT THE SESSIONS

#THEBIGSCORESESSIONS
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INTRODUCTIONMANPOWERGROUP

At ManpowerGroup, innovation is more than just a buzzword – it’s a strategic priority 
that drives our business forward and deeply embedded in our culture�
Therefore, we believe in putting innovation at the service of  employment and the 
future of  work� To enable and expand this future … we need you!
Innovators who try out with trial and error, but all with the same purpose … being a 
pioneer in the world of  HR Tech�

And this is what connects you with us, ManpowerGroup�

Our vision is simple: we want to be the undisputed leader in the design and delivery 
of  innovative and results-oriented solutions and services in the field of  recruitment, 
making the best use of  human talent� Our goal is for the businesses we support and 
the people we place to take a leadership position in an ever-changing world of  work� 
The core values   of  this philosophy are people, knowledge and innovation�

People
People's talent comes first� Our first concern is people and the role that work plays in 
their lives� We are grateful to them for their contribution to our success and support 
them as much as possible in their careers and personal development� Human talent 
always comes first� We genuinely consider our talents and the role that work plays in 
their lives� We recognize their contribution to our success and support them as best 
we can in their careers but also outside their professional life�

Knowledge
We share our knowledge and skills so that everyone understands how the world 
of  work is changing and how we best respond to these upheavals� Based on this 
knowledge, we are constantly improving our services, solutions and relationships, and 
accelerating progress in our field� We share our knowledge and our know-how in order 



to allow anyone to better understand the evolutions in the world of  work, and know 
how to respond to them� Listening to all stakeholders and based on our experience, 
we are constantly improving our services, solutions and partnerships, and we promote 
development within our area of    specialization�

Innovation
We are leaders in the world of  work� We dare to innovate and evolve� Thanks to our 
entrepreneurial spirit, our enthusiasm and our proactivity, we are able to challenge 
current standards and constantly improve our services� We occupy a leadership 
position in the world of  work� We dare to innovate and evolve� Our entrepreneurial 
spirit, motivation and proactive attitude allow us to challenge existing standards and 
constantly improve our services�

7SESSIONS.THEBIGSCORE.BE



SCHEDULE – WEDNESDAY, MAY 5

13:00 - 13:15   Welcome & introduction

   Panel discussion with ManpowerGroup

   Meet our Expert Panel

13:15 - 14:15  Startup pitches - round 1

  13:15 #1 Ambassify

  13:30 #2 Big Boy Systems

  13:45 #3 Huapii

  14:00 #4 JiGSO

14:15 - 14:25   Break

14:25 - 15:25  Startup pitches - round 2

  14:25 #5 MobieTrain

  14:40 #6 TechWolf

  14:55 #7 Wenite

  15:10 #8 Ask-Waldo

15:25 - 15:30   Closing of  the pitches

15:30 - 16:00   Break

16:00 - 18:00   Networking: 10 meeting slots



MEET THE
PITCHING
STARTUPS



KEY FACTSCONTACT

Koen Stevens
CEO

koen@ambassify�com
+32 496250947

ambassify�com

Ambassify. Employee Engagement Reinvented.

Ambassify is working on a daily basis towards their ambitious vision to become the smartest and most 
complete employee engagement solution in Europe� Ambassify is the platform of  choice to develop 
and apply your employee engagement strategy� All the tools you need, in a single platform� Some of  
their awesome customers: KBC, Nationale Loterij, Infrabel, Barco, Toyota, Bridgestone, Sodexo, Allianz, 
KPMG, BNP Paribas Fortis, and Swiss Life Group�

Doubled revenue in 2020: employee 
engagement is a hot topic

Raised €2M to reinvent employee engagement

20 remote team members & 1 mascotte (Bruce 
The Bear)

LOOKING FOR

New Strategic Partners
Sales Prospects

Corporate R&D Partner
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Samuel Meirlaen
Founder

thebigboy@bigboysystems�com
+32 483182109

bigboysystems�com

Immerse your learners directly into your own experience.

This company develops solutions for remote knowledge sharing using a brand new immersive video 
format: Immersive Reality� Big Boy Systems help experts to transmit their gestures and procedures by 
allowing them to immerse learners in their own work environment and practices� Third-I, their patented 
and in-house developed immersive camera, identically replicates your visual and sound experience 
thanks to 3D and binaural (authentic) sound� Simply put the camera on your forehead, it captures your 
expertise and dives the learners into your practices, live or recorded�

Clients funnels of  €165K

Patented & 100% in-house developed 
technology

Raised &  incubated in San Francisco

LOOKING FOR

Seed Funding

New Strategic Partners
Sales Prospects

11SESSIONS.THEBIGSCORE.BE
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Bruce Fecheyr-Lippens
Founder

bruce�fecheyr-lippens@huapii�com

+32 471805498

huapii�com

Your partner to future proof organizations.

huapii is a talent platform that lets employees flourish their strengths, skills and full potential� More 
concretely, huapii unleashes three groups of  people within the organization� Employees can collaborate 
instantly and develop themselves thanks to the internal LinkedIn, personal and team 360° feedback, 
mentorship and learning� For HR, huapii brings strategic insights such as competency gaps, a people 
pulse and dynamic succession planning� For managers, huapii delivers a real people management tool, 
in which all the team members’ objectives and development needs are centrally organized�

On track to 10x our revenue this year

Strong adoption of  minimum 70% published 
skills profile for each of  our customers

Raised more than 1M in less than a year from 
business angels & a PMVz loan

LOOKING FOR

Sales Prospects
Internationalization

#THEBIGSCORESESSIONS



KEY FACTSCONTACT

Hans Donckers
Co-CEO & founder

hans�donckers@jigso�com
+32 486328996

jigso�com

When teams thrive, organizations triumph.

JiGSO Listen is an employee listening platform that uses data science and academic research to help 
your company flourish by giving your teams the insights and tools to build a culture of  cohesion, 
performance and belonging� Going way beyond the typical survey or pulse, JiGSO Listen guides teams 
through a three-step team learning loop from asking the right questions, to giving the right insights 
and generating actionable advice� 

Coolest HR Tech Solution 2021 Award by HRM 
Info & the Belgian HR Community

A COVID-vaccine producer & a leading financial 
institution as first customers

Scientifically backed by a professor from Insead 
& Harvard

LOOKING FOR

Series A Funding
Sales Prospects

Internationalization
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Guy Van Neck
Founder & CEO

guy@mobietrain�com
+32 497401401

mobietrain�com

The #1 Mobile Microlearning App for your Frontline Teams.

MobieTrain is the #1 mobile microlearning platform designed for companies to easily create their 
own branded learning tracks with their own training content� The company empowers employees of  
organisations such as Emirates Post, Decathlon, Deloitte and the Cities of  Rotterdam and Antwerp 
with the right content, at the right time, on the device they prefer� This helps companies to streamline 
their onboarding, employee engagement, sales and customer experience, compliance and change 
management activities�

MRR > x4 & MoM Growth > 10+%

Recurring revenues > 90+% 

Client expansion: Decathlon, Deloitte, Emirates 
Post, VF, Azadea, Atlas Copco, Politie Nederland, 
FOD BOSA, FOD FIN, City of  Antwerp, City of  
Rotterdam, Proximus, Renewi, etc�

Integrations & Partners: SAP SuccessFactors, 
GoodHabitz, Beekeeper, Workday, Oracle, Cloud 
Elements, etc� 

LOOKING FOR

Internationalization
New Strategic Partners
Sales Prospects



 
KEY FACTSCONTACT

Andreas De Neve
Co-founder & CEO

andreas@techwolf�ai
+32 493105910

techwolf�ai

AI-based Strategic Workforce Planning.

TechWolf  helps organisations make their human capital tangible� Gartner reported that in 2021, the #1 
priority for CHRO's globally is to build the critical skills and competencies for the future� These CHRO's 
reported that their #1 challenge in building these skills and competencies is the lack of  understanding 
of  employee skills and skill data� TechWolf  solves this problem for customers like Telenet, ENGIE and 
SD Worx� The company raised 2 million over the past year and has most of  that still in the bank, but 
exponential growth ambitions are pushing TechWolf  towards an international Series A in 2022�

0 to 500K ARR in last 6 months (4 customers)

Team grew from 6FTE to 21FTE over last 12 
months

2 million funding to date

LOOKING FOR

Sales Prospects
Series A Funding

15SESSIONS.THEBIGSCORE.BE
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Jasper Dezwaef
Co-founder

jasper@wenite�io

+32 496178584

wenite�io

Revolutionizing wellbeing management.

When it comes to wellbeing, trial and error are not an option� Wenite builds technology that digitizes 
and automates critical wellbeing management processes for employers and employees� The Wenite 
platform uses AI technologies to survey employees and adds value to their survey experience by 
encouraging participation through a range of  wellbeing solutions� Because they manage to collect and 
clearly display wellbeing data, managers save a lot of  time� In addition, their software allows them to 
ascertain the ROI of  wellbeing policy and investments�

We drive change; Wenite is built only after 
listening to the daily struggles of  more than 45 
HR leaders

We move fast; Wenite realized the first product 
revenue less than two months after the MVP 
launch

We unite; Wenite builds an ecosystem of  
wellbeing products & services that bring 
comfort to our users�

LOOKING FOR

Sales Prospects
Corporate R&D Partner
Seed Funding

#THEBIGSCORESESSIONS
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KEY FACTS

LOOKING FOR

CONTACT

Chiel Haesendonck
Co-founder

chiel@ask-waldo�com
+56 922168417

ask-waldo�com

Get the most out of your in-house knowledge.

This startup launched Ask-Waldo, the smart communication tool which connects employees in an 
innovative way� Through Artificial Intelligence and a 'skill-based matching algorithm', Waldo transfers 
your question to the colleague with the right skills and expertise to assist you� Subsequently, time and 
costs are saved when employees are looking for internal expertise�

Ask-Waldo has been selected by both the 
Birdhouse & LATAM's largest accelerator, Start-
Up Chile

Different markets & countries show interests in 
the solution as long as knowledge sharing is an 
asset

Ask-Waldo is being validated by all types 
of  experts, from engineers to students

Seed Funding
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ABOUT STARTUPS.BE | SCALE-UPS.EU

Startups�be & Scale-Ups�eu joined forces in 2018 to solidify our offering for the Belgian 
tech ecosystem at large� Together, we are the one-stop shop for tech entrepreneurship� 
We pride ourselves in being the leading growth platform in Belgium that connects 
Europe's most promising startups and scale-ups with our global network of  deep 
pocket investors, corporate buyers, global partners and relevant stakeholders to fast 
track innovation and collaboration with high-tech companies�

 � We enable startups and scale-ups to squeeze time in their lifecycle and grow faster.

 � We create high-quality business networking events for inspiration and matchmaking.

 � We facilitate open innovation between startups/scale-ups and large corporates.

 
The Big Score, The Big Squeeze, Startup Fairs, SuperNova and our Go Global missions 
are only a glimpse of  what we are famous for!

Startups�be | Scale-Ups�eu is the top-of-mind-time squeezer for tech startups and 
scale-ups�

More info: Startups�be & Scale-Ups�eu
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MEET OUR PARTNERS

Organizing partners

Session partners

Main partners

Supporting partners



SAVE THE DATE

Wednesday, May 26
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